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African-Black Hetero-Procreation 
- Vs Euro-White Homo-Sexual Pathology 

 

TaNefer Ankh embraces and revels in heterosexuality as a standard of 

sanity, health and wellbeing, and as in keeping with the ‘Way of Life’. 

Homosexually is rejected, disdained and seen as pathological and destruc-

tive to human-beings – individual and societal. TaNefer Ankh recognizes 

homosexuality as anti-African/Black and as a White cultural pathology to 

be rejected without compromise. 
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African Hetero-Procreation Euro-White Homo-Sexual Pathology 

Perpetuates Life Negates Life 

Honors Nature / Creation Disregards Nature / Creation 

Healthy male-female relationship Dysfunctional male-female relationships 

Healthy adult-child relationships Destructive adult-child relationships 

Balanced male-female relationships Antagonistic male-female relationships 

Nurtures children Preys on children – pedophilia, rape, etc 

Self-perpetuating Self-negating 
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African/Black Hetero-Procreation Vs Euro-White Homo-Sexual Pathology 
 

Homosexuality: The Outcome Of White Sexual Pathology 

Homosexuality is the result of white-on-white male rape and sexual imposition, and of 

the devaluation and dehumanization of females and children; and the resultant  

institutionalization of this sexual pathology as a norm. 
 

Ancient whites are characterized by barbaric-nomadic hunters who, as they  

encountered others, were accustomed to war, conquest and denigration of each other -  

including raping and castrating the conquered males, and raping the females. The  

conquered males were prohibited from sexual intercourse with females and restricted 

to sex among themselves – conquered males; similar restrictions were imposed upon 

the females – no intercourse with the conquered males. Consequently homosexuality 

became a means of sexual gratification / relief. The resultant institutionalization of 

this sexual pathology became a norm within White societies – especially Greece and 

Rome, and institutionalized in their dominant institutions – i.e. the Catholic Church. 
 

Crusading White Sexual Pathology - Homosexuality 

With the conquest of Black societies, sexual pathology was introduced and imposed. 

Homosexuality was not only a furtherance of the White cultural pathology, but has, 

and continues to be used as a cultural weapon towards destroying the Black family 

and societal structures. Not unlike the intentions of White societies of old, the  

objective is the emasculation of the African/Black male as a tool, and a relationship of 

White dominance over Black people. Today the pathology of homosexuality remains 

an imposed pathology against Black people; it has not taken hold among African/

Black people without imposition and advocacy.  

The acceptance of homosexuality is a capitulation to White political and cultural 

domination, White pathological domination, and to death itself. 
 

Our objectives has been to free (liberate) ourselves from White domination -  

enslavement, colonization and political-military - and establish the restoration 

(embrace) of the African ‘Way of Life’ (value-system) which is key to our health and 

wellbeing – including our living in harmony with Nature. Heterosexuality 

(procreation) is consistent with the health and welfare of African/Black people; it is 

fundamental to our survival, liberation from white dominance and pathology, our  

longevity, and the perpetuation of our race/species. 

 

Culturally and politically intact African/Black societies have persisted in rejecting this 

pathology, and it is only where the cultural fabric has deteriorated that the pathology 

of homosexuality appeared and festered among us. It is the goal and objective of  

TaNefer Ankh to repair and restore the African/Black cultural fabric of our people 

that we may continue along the ‘Way of Life’ path. Consistent with this path is the 

practice of heterosexual (male-female procreation) relationships as our family  

standard, and the continual rejection of sexual pathology—including homosexuality.  
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African/Black Hetero-Procreation Vs Euro-White Homo-Sexual Pathology 
 

The African/Black ‘Way of Life’ is the celebration of heterosexuality because it is the 

path to survival, longevity, perpetuation and immortality. The prohibition of, the dis-

dain of, the repulsion of homosexuality is a natural response for a people loving life, 

rather than sexual perversion for the sake of emotions or limited self-nullifying gratifi-

cation. 
 

With respect to male-female relationships the ancient African civilization and society 

of Kemet speaks for Africa and the ‘Way of Life’; and both has said no to homosexu-

ality. The ‘Way of Life’ dictates heterosexual intercourse between male and female 

for the survival and perpetuation of the species; a dictate that has been honored by 

Africans for millions of years. 

Homosexuality is not found as a norm within either African Civilization, neither the 

Gatherer-Hunters (e.g. Twa, Khoi-San), Animal Herders (e.g. Nubian), nor Farmers 

(e.g. Kemet). Homosexuality between the species results in its negation. 
 

African / Kemetic relationships are represented by the depiction of complimentary 

Ntru/Neteru (life-forces ) and leaders (Nsut Bity/Pharaohs). The Ntru Ausar and Auset 

being the most famous married couple are the standard for male female relationships. 

Others are Nut and Shu – mother and father of the Principal Ntru; also the Eight/4-

Pairs of Ntru (Hmnyw / Ogdoad), representing the essences of Creation. The Nsut 

Bity (leaders) of society too is represented as Male and Female married couples. 
 

It stands to reason that if these are the national symbols of male-female relationships 

that they also represent the law, custom, and traditions of relationships. If homosexu-

ality was a part of the society as a norm it would have been represented, however it is 

not. 
 

Homosexuality (a sexual relationship between two consenting adults of the same sex)

is nowhere shown in Kemet. The closet account of sexual pathology to is a  

mythological story of sodomy (the rape of a male or female by an offending male) in 

the  case of the wayward ntr (life-force) Set who, not unlike male dominant animal of 

a herd/pride, sexually imposed himself upon the ntr Heru, a defeated rival, as a sym-

bolic display of imposed dominance.  Nevertheless, it is a forced ‘sexual’ act and not a 

sexual relationship.  This act of imposed dominance (sodomy) was frowned upon and 

seen as a perversion counter to the order and balance of life – Maat. Otherwise there 

are no examples of homosexuality or sodomy regarding actual persons in Kemet - the 

family standard for all African/Black People.  

The standard bearers of ‘African/Black family values - the Ntru and Nst Bity - reveled 

in the ideals of and the importance of male-female heterosexual procreation relation-

ships in the celebration and perpetuation of Life. 
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